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ABSTRACT
We propose a revision of the system developed by Lépine et al. (2007) for spectroscopic M subdwarf classification.
Based on an analysis of subdwarf spectra and templates from Savcheva et al. (2014), we show thatthe CaH1 feature
originally proposed by Gizis (1997) is important in selecting reliable cool subdwarf spectra. This index should be
used in combination with the [TiO5, CaH2+CaH3] relation provided by Lépine et al. (2007) to avoid misclassification
results.
In the new system, the dwarf-subdwarf separators are first derived from a sample of more than 80,000 M dwarfs and
a “labeled” subdwarf subsample,these objects being all visually identified from their optical spectra. Based on these
two samples, we re-fit the initial [TiO5, CaH1] relation, and propose a new [CaOH, CaH1] relation supplementing the
[TiO5, CaH1] relation to reduce the impact of uncertainty in flux calibration on classification accuracy. In addition,
we recalibrate the ζTiO/CaH parameter defined in Lépine et al. (2007) to enable its successful application to LAMOST
spectra.
Using this new system, we select candidates from LAMOST Data Release 4 and finally identify a set of 2791 new
M subdwarf stars, covering the spectral sequence from type M0 to M7. This sample contains a large number of
objects located at low Galactic latitudes, especially in the Galactic anti-center direction, expanding beyond previously
published halo- and thick disk-dominated samples. Besides, we detect magnetic activity in 141 objects.
We present a catalog for this M subdwarf sample, including radial velocities, spectral indices and errors, activity
flags, with a compilation of external data (photometric and GAIA DR2 astrometric parameters). The catalog is
provided on-line, and the spectra can be retrieved from the LAMOST Data Release web portal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
M subdwarfs are Galactic fossils with lifetimes much
longer than the Hubble time (Laughlin et al. 1997).
These faint low mass stars were originally discovered be-
cause they combined a large proper motion and a low lu-
minosity (Kuiper 1939), and were subsequently found to
share similar kinematics as the inner halo and thick disk
stellar populations (Kirkpatrick et al. 1991; Bochanski
et al. 2013). M subdwarfs are rare in the solar neigh-
borhood, but they are supposed to be the largest stellar
component of the Milky Way’s halo (Bochanski et al.
2013), while their cousin M main-sequence dwarfs are
the most numerous stellar inhabitants of the Milky Way
disk (Reid et al. 2002; Chabrier 2003; Bochanski et al.
2010). Studies of M subdwarf spectra show that they
are metal-poor objects compared with the common M
dwarfs of near-solar metallicity (Gizis 1997; Lépine et al.
2007), thus making them crucial touchstones of the star
formation and metal enrichment histories of the Milky
Way (Jao et al. 2016).
Initially, cool subdwarfs were selected from high
proper motions catalogs rather than by their spectro-
scopic features, because the efficiency of photographic
spectrographs for faint object is poor in the red spectral
range, where their molecular absorption bands are most
prominent. Rare examples of spectroscopically iden-
tified metal-poor M-subdwarfs were provided by Joy
(1947). Then several works suggested that subdwarfs
are metal-poor stars associated with halo kinematic pop-
ulation (Mould 1976a; Mould & McElroy 1978). Ake &
Greenstein (1980) conducted a spectroscopic survey of
high velocity stars and published the spectra of four tar-
gets which appeared to have “extreme metal deficiency”
compared with the “normal” M-subdwarfs. Similar stars
were identified spectroscopically in searches for nearby
white dwarfs (Liebert et al. 1979), for Population II
halo stars (Hartwick et al. 1984), and in a survey of
cool M-dwarfs (Bessell 1982), all focused on faint stars
having high proper motions.Until the end of the 20th
century, the term “subdwarf” encompassed any num-
ber of characteristics including photometric, spectral,
or kinematic properties. Meanwhile, a star, whether it
shows only one or more of these characteristics, might
still be considered as a genuine “subdwarf” (Kirkpatrick
et al. 1991).
Spectroscopic analysis is fundamental to access the
physical parameters of stars (effective temperature, sur-
face gravity, and surface chemical composition) and
their kinematics (radial velocity component). However,
the local scarcity of subdwarfs and their intrinsic faint-
ness have long-term made their spectra difficult to ob-
tain and limited to low or moderate resolution. Thus
spectral classification is an important step for under-
standing the physics of M subdwarfs from low or mod-
erate resolution spectra.
The first systematic analysis and classification of M
subdwarf spectra was proposed by Gizis (1997), here-
after G97, who divided M dwarfs into three metallicity
subclasses (“ordinary” dM, “metal-poor subdwarf” sdM
and “extreme-subdwarf” esdM) based on the differences
between TiO and CaH molecular absorption bands. Em-
pirical relations were drawn from the spectra of a sample
of large proper-motion or low-luminosity targets. Then
Lépine et al. (2007), hereafter L07, proposed a revision
of the system from more than 400 subdwarfs having
halo-like kinematics.L07 defined a metallicity indicator
ζTiO/CaH , which provided a numerical estimate of how
the TiO to CaH ratio in a star compares to the value
measured in solar-metallicity objects. Besides, L07 also
introduced an additional metallicity subclass of “ultra-
subdwarf” (usdM) to distinguish the most metal-poor
objects and make the classification results consistent
with the study of common binaries. In this system,
subdwarfs are classified into sdM/esdM/usdM based on
their ζ values.
The classification systems have been used in large
spectroscopic data sets from modern spectroscopic sur-
veys, which have fulfilled the task of observing multiple
targets simultaneously through mature multi-fiber tech-
nology, such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS,
York et al. 2000), and the Large Sky Area Multi-Object
Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST, Cui et al.
2012). The number of spectroscopically identified sub-
dwarfs is thus increasing rapidly (e.g., Lépine & Scholz
2008; Savcheva et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016; Bai et al.
2016). The current largest sample of M subdwarf spec-
tra (Savcheva et al. 2014), hereafter S14, contains 3517
targets from SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7).
However, we made a comparison of the G97 system
and the L07 system with S14 subdwarf sample, and
the result shows that the L07 system is not identical
with the G97 one. Three relations on the [CaH1,TiO5]
[CaH2,TiO5] and [CaH3,TiO5] diagrams were first de-
fined in G97 as separators of dM/sdM/esdM, and L07
revised the schemes to a single [CaH2+CaH3, TiO5] re-
lation. Based on a more detailed analysis (which can
be seen in Section 2.3), we suggest that the CaH1 in-
dex abandoned by L07 is important when searching for
genuine optical spectroscopic subdwarfs (see details in
Section 2.3).
Up to now, the search for M subdwarfs has been lim-
ited to high Galactic latitude areas, favouring the detec-
tion of halo and thick disk objects. Whether or not a
cool subdwarf population could be present in the Galac-
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tic thin disk, mixed (or not) with the immense M dwarf
population, and having similar (or not) kinematic and
dynamic properties remains an open question. LAM-
OST data provide an excellent source to address this
problem, since this instrument is conducting the most
complete spectroscopic survey of the Galactic disk (Luo
et al. 2015) especially targeted to the regions of the
Galactic anti-center. Therefore, the need for a reliable
classification system well adapted to LAMOST products
was felt when searching for spectroscopic M subdwarfs
in LAMOST data set.
In the present work, in order to revise the classifica-
tion standards, we use more than 90,000 visually identi-
fied M dwarf and subdwarf spectra. Then we apply the
modified system to the entire LAMOST Data Release
4 (DR4) to select subdwarf candidates. Ultimately, we
obtain a sample of 2791 M subdwarfs validated via vi-
sual inspection, covering the spectral sequence from M0
to M7. The catalog is available at http://paperdata.
china-vo.org/szhang/DR4_Subdwarfs.csv. Figure 1
shows the distribution of these objects in the Galactic
coordinate system.
The present work is limited to spectroscopic identifi-
cation, classification of candidates, and sample selection
in LAMOST data. The paper is organized as follows:
we review the previous works and propose solutions to
existing problems in Section 2. In Section 3, we in-
troduce the LAMOST data set and our radial velocity
(RV) measurement method. In Section 4, we define the
revised classification system, present the final subdwarf
sample, and briefly summarize the catalog. Finally, in
Section 5 we give a summary and conclusion.
2. IDENTIFICATION AND SPECTRAL
CLASSIFICATION OF M SUBDWARF STARS: A
REVIEW OF EXISTING PROBLEMS
2.1. Basic Characteristics of M Subdwarf Spectra At
Low Resolution
M subdwarf stars, as cool stars of low effective tem-
perature (4000∼2400K, Rajpurohit et al. 2013) have
a spectrum dominated by molecular absorption bands,
which show considerable overlapping across the whole
visible range. The continuum being weak in the blue,
the best observing range with standard optical spectro-
graphic instruments is the red and the deep red, where
the spectrum is covered by a dense forest of molecular
lines, hiding or blending most of the atomic lines used
in usual spectral analysis and diagnostic. At low resolu-
tion, molecular absorption bands from metal oxides and
hydrides dominate the red range, such as titanium oxide
(TiO), vanadium oxide (VO), CaH and H2O. Eggen &
Greenstein (1965) tried to identify subdwarfs with MgH
and TiO bands, then Mould (1976b) proposed a similar
method using CaH and TiO bands: because cool sub-
dwarf stars are metal-deficient with respect to normal
dwarfs, the metal oxides are depleted with respect to
the hydrides at a given effective temperature in their
atmosphere, hence the intensity ratio of molecular ab-
sorption between an oxide and an hydride should be use-
ful as a separator. The most popular set of indices was
defined by Reid et al. (1995) and expanded by Lépine
et al. (2003b). We list this classical set of indices in Ta-
ble 1. Figure 2 shows these wavebands on a template
spectrum.
The value of a spectral index is given by:
Index =
Ffea
Fcont
(1)
where Ffea is the mean flux in the molecular absorption
feature band, and Fcont is a pseudo-continuum flux, i.e.,
the mean flux in the waveband from λBegin to λEnd (for
CaH1 index, the pseudo-continuum flux is the average
flux of two bands). For example, the CaOH index is
measured using the mean flux within fea CaOH divided
by the one within cont CaOH.
2.2. Review of the Selection Schemes and
Classification Systems
2.2.1. G97 system
The spectroscopic classification system of M subd-
warfs was initially defined by G97, from spectra of 79
targets mostly selected from large-proper-motion cata-
logs such as LHS (Luyten 1979) and the Lowell Proper
Motion Survey (Giclas et al. 1971). Based on quantita-
tive measures of TiO and CaH features (CaH1, CaH2,
CaH3 and TiO5), G97 defined a set of empirical relations
on the CaHn−TiO5 (n=1,2,3) diagrams that classified
M dwarf spectra into three subclasses corresponding to
increasing metal-poor levels: dwarfs of solar metallicity
(dM), normal subdwarfs (sdM), and extreme-subdwarfs
(esdM).
The initial condition proposed by G97 to identify a
spectroscopic subdwarf was the [CaH1, TiO5] relation:
CaH1 < 0.695× TiO53 − 0.818× TiO52
+ 0.413× TiO5 + 0.651
(2)
G97 suggested it to be the primary dwarf / subd-
warf separator, and added a [CaH2, TiO5] relation to
separate classic subdwarfs from extreme subdwarfs. Fi-
nally, G97 assigned the spectral subclass (linked to ef-
fective temperature) using the CaH3 index. For the
coolest stars with TiO5<0.49, G97 also suggested that
the CaH2 or CaH3 index must be used to avoid inac-
curacy caused by the “saturation” of the [CaH1, TiO5]
relation.
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Figure 1. The LAMOST DR4 M dwarfs and subdwarfs in the Galactic coordinate system
Table 1. The features used for classification
No. Feature λBegin(Å) λEnd(Å)
1 fea CaOH 6230.0 6240.0
2 fea CaH1 6380.0 6390.0
3 fea CaH2 6814.0 6846.0
4 fea CaH3 6960.0 6990.0
5 fea TiO5 7126.0 7135.0
6 cont CaOH 6345.0 6355.0
7 cont CaH1 1 6345.0 6355.0
8 cont CaH1 2 6410.0 6420.0
9 cont CaH2 7042.0 7046.0
10 cont CaH3 7042.0 7046.0
11 cont TiO5 7042.0 7046.0
Note—The useful quantity is the mean flux across the band, and the bands are in air wavelength.
2.2.2. L07 system
Lépine et al. (2003a) later suggested that the [CaH1,
TiO5] relation could be abandoned due to its shorter dy-
namic range and the lower signal-to-noise of CaH1 band
in very cool stars. They proposed its replacement by a
[CaH2+CaH3, TiO5] relation, as producing a result al-
most equivalent to the former classification for the same
stars, according to Lépine et al. (2003b). Along this
way, Burgasser & Kirkpatrick (2006) went one step fur-
ther, defined two separators on the [CaH2+CaH3,TiO5]
diagram to differentiate between dM/sdM/esdM:
sdM :(CaH2 + CaH3) < 1.31× TiO53
− 2.37× TiO52 + 2.66× TiO5 − 0.20
(3)
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Figure 2. A template esdM spectrum in the rest frame. The
wavebands used to calculate the spectral indices are marked
by the translucent gray bands, corresponding to the “fea ”
features in Table 2, and the bands marked in red show the
“cont ” features used as pseudo-continuum.
esdM :(CaH2 + CaH3) < 3.54× TiO53
− 5.94× TiO52 + 5.18× TiO5 − 1.03
(4)
From a much larger published sample of M type spec-
tra selected from the high proper motion catalog LSPM-
north (Lépine & Shara 2005), L07 proposed an update of
this classification system based on an empirical calibra-
tion of the TiO/CaH ratio for stars of near-solar metal-
licity. For this, they introduced a parameter ζTiO/CaH .
which quantifies the weakening of the TiO band-strength
due to metallicity effect, with values ranging from ζ = 1
for stars of near-solar metallicity to ζ = 0 for the most
metal-poor (and TiO depleted) subdwarfs. The ζ pa-
rameter is defined as:
ζCaH/TiO =
1− TiO5
1− [TiO5]Z
(5)
the [TiO5]Z is a third order polynomial fit of the TiO5
spectral index as a function of the CaH2+CaH3 index.
In L07, these indices are measured in spectra of a kine-
matical selection of local disk dwarfs of roughly solar
metallicity, giving:
[TiO5]Z = −0.05
− 0.118× (CaH2 + CaH3)
+ 0.670× (CaH2 + CaH3)2
− 0.164× (CaH2 + CaH3)3
(6)
L07 suggested that the separation between subdwarfs
and ordinary dwarfs could be effective when apply-
ing the single condition: ζ <0.825. L07 also refined
the scheme by introducing an additional class of ultra-
subdwarfs (usdM) corresponding to the most metal-poor
ones.
Since then, L07 system has been widely used in the
identification, classification, and subtype determination
of the cool subdwarf spectra (e.g., Lépine & Scholz 2008;
Bochanski et al. 2013; Savcheva et al. 2014; Bai et al.
2016; Zhang et al. 2017).
2.2.3. ζ and the metallicity
There is a major problem with the sdM/esdM/usdM
subclasses in the classification systems above. The sub-
class defined by CaH and TiO indices were originally
used to infer metallicity levels, although the separators
do not seem to run parallel to the lines of iso-metallicity
drawn from synthetic model grids such as the NextGen
grid used by L07. Jao et al. (2008) then compared GAIA
stellar atmosphere model grid with 88 subdwarf spec-
tra and pointed out that these indices are affected in
complicated ways by combinations of the temperatures,
metallicities, and gravities of subdwarfs. Lépine et al.
(2013) also compared observed spectra with BT-Settl
stellar atmosphere model grids, and concluded that the
TiO/CaH ratio is not primarily sensitive to the classi-
cal metallicity value [Fe/H], but rather depends on the
[α/H] because O, Ca, and Ti are all α-elements. Vari-
ations in [α/Fe] would thus weaken the correlation be-
tween ζ and [Fe/H]. More information is necessary to as-
sess stellar atmospheric parameters of a subdwarf, such
as a binary membership, or detailed model fitting of a
high-resolution spectrum (Rajpurohit et al. 2016).
Yet even so, the separators defined by L07 in the
[CaH2+CaH3, TiO5] space can still indicate a rough or-
dering in metallicity, as they were verified on a sample
of resolved subdwarf binaries, and in fact the metallic-
ity subclasses are more associated with the kinematics of
the objects as they were first determined by subdwarfs
with different kinematic properties. To separate sub-
dwarf spectra from normal main-sequence dwarfs, the
parameter ζTiO/CaHstill appears to be to be a robust
indicator.
2.3. Problems in the Dwarf/Subdwarf Separation and
Subclass Limits
2.3.1. Specific Problems with S14 Sample Selection
To search for subdwarfs, S14 adopted L07 system as
filter to select candidates from M type spectra in SDSS
Data Release 7, and finally identified 3517 M subdwarfs
with optical spectra. However, two problems may be
identified in this subdwarf sample:
1)As shown in Figure 3, a large fraction (1447) of ob-
jects in the sample do not seem to satisfy equation (2),
which means the L07 system is not identical to the orig-
inal G97 system. In fact, these targets do not exhibit
classical “subdwarf” characteristics such as large proper
motions. This leads to the suspect that there is a group
of stellar objects having subdwarf-like [CaH2+CaH3]-
TiO5 spectral features ratios but which might not be
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Figure 3. Distribution of the subdwarfs from Savcheva et
al. (2014) catalog in the [CaH1, TiO5] index diagram and
histogram of their proper motions. The subdwarfs were se-
lected by a [CaH2+CaH3]-TiO5 relation defined in Lépine
et al. (2007) from SDSS Data Release 7. The black curve
on the left diagram is the original subdwarf selection crite-
rion, i.e. the CaH1-TiO5 relation defined in Gizis (1997) and
abandoned by Lépine et al. (2007). There are 1447 targets
(red dots as group I) in this “subdwarf” sample not fulfilling
the CaH1-TiO5 relation which thus might be mis-classified
M dwarfs. The other ones, which could be considered as
reliable subdwarfs are figured as blue dots (group II). The
right panel shows that most group I stars do not exhibit large
proper-motions.
classified as genuine “subdwarfs”. Hence, neglecting the
primary condition defined by G97 –CaH1 feature– leads
to the misclassification results of some stellar objects
when using only L07 system.
2) In the work of S14, the online catalog provided
CaH, TiO indices and ζ values for the M subdwarf sam-
ple, a large part of which were directly taken from West
et al. (2011). These measurements were performed on
spectra reduced to rest-frame using radial velocity (RV)
measurements by cross-correlation with M dwarf tem-
plates. As mentioned above, S14 adopted ζ < 0.825 as
the subdwarf selection criterion. However, S14 also pro-
vided a value of RV for each target derived from cross-
correlation with a set of M subdwarf template spectra
built by the authors. We have recomputed the CaH,
TiO spectral indices and ζ index using these last RV
values: the results plotted in Figure 4 show that there
are 744 objects with ζ >0.825 which should be classi-
fied as dwarfs rather than subdwarfs according to this
selection criterion.
These discrepancies clearly arise from the accuracy of
the rest-frame reduction of spectra used to measure in-
dices. The whole process is highly sensitive to the tem-
plate spectra used in the cross-correlation. Therefore, a
method independent of templates to measure RVs of the
candidates is mandatory for us to ensure the accuracy of
the final sample, since the LAMOST pipeline does not
contain subdwarf templates.
2.3.2. The Need to Recalibrate ζTiO/CaH
Lépine et al. (2013) made a comparison of spectra
from the same stars obtained at different observato-
ries, which revealed that spectral band index measure-
ments are dependent on spectral resolution, spectro-
photometric calibration, and other instrumental factors.
Different spectral resolution, spectrophotometric cali-
bration, and other instrumental factors would all lead
to different spectral index values for a same target spec-
trum (Lépine et al. 2013), and different data sets may
also have their own biases due to selection effects. The
authors thus suggested that a consistent classification
scheme requires that spectral indices be calibrated and
corrected for each observatory/instrument combination
used. For example, Dhital et al. (2012) recalibrated the
definition of ζ with a sample of SDSS binary systems to
correct the bias in ζ observed in early-type M dwarfs.
Further on, Lépine et al. (2013) recalibrated the ζ pa-
rameter with corrected spectral index values from their
new larger dwarf sample. Table 3 lists the coefficients of
the polynomial fit of the [CaH2+CaH3] vs TiO5 mean
relation for ordinary dwarfs obtained by these authors.
Hence, we have decided to derive a new calibration of
the ζ index based on LAMOST data.
2.3.3. Difficulties in Using LAMOST Spectra
Due to the low luminosity of low-mass stars and effi-
ciency limits of LAMOST instrument, a large fraction
of the M type stars don’t have high-quality spectra. In
addition, since the spectral indices are defined as flux
ratios, the accuracy of them used for selection and clas-
sification may also be affected by continuum slope defor-
mation from flux calibration problems (Du et al. 2016).
For example, the waveband of CaH1 feature is ∼ 700Å
away from TiO5, hence the inaccuracy of continuum
slope may affect the comparison result of the CaH1 in-
dex with the TiO5 index.
Bai et al. (2016) made an effort to search for M subd-
warfs in the 2nd data release of LAMOST survey (which
contains more than 200,000 M type spectra). The au-
thors used visual inspection as the final identification
tool to avoid mistakes caused by the factors mentioned
above. As a result, they finally verified 108 objects
from the candidates after a prior selection by G97/L07
schemes. This number very probably underestimates
the subdwarf fraction potentially contained in DR2 be-
cause the classification standards were defined on much
smaller samples and should not be directly applied to
LAMOST data.
2.4. A Short Introduction of Proposed Solutions
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of the spectral classification indicators to the spectrum rest-frame reduction accuracy. The two left panels
show the distribution of spectral indices and ζ parameter taken from the large subdwarf catalog of Savcheva et al. (2014) (S14).
They are based on spectra reduced with radial velocities (RVs) from West et al. (2011), obtained by cross-correlation with
ordinary M dwarf templates. The subdwarfs are selected from dwarfs using ζ <0.825 and further divided into sdM (light blue),
esdM (blue) and usdM (dark blue) based on decreasing ζ values. The right panels show our reprocessing of the S14 sample
using the set of RVs (also provided by S14, but not used by them) based on cross-correlation with purposedly built subdwarf
templates. 744 objects (orange dots) escape the selection criterion and have ζ >0.825, which makes them probable misclassified
ordinary dwarfs.
Taking factors above into account, we conclude that a
reliable M dwarf sample and a carefully verified M sub-
dwarf sample from LAMOST data must first be built
in order to define the separators between subdwarfs and
dwarfs. An accurate rest-frame reduction, based on a
RV measurement method independent of template spec-
tra is necessary to get correct spectral indices. The
dwarfs can be used to calibrate the ζ parameter, and the
CaH1 index should be taken into consideration. In addi-
tion, the CaOH index, is much closer to CaH1 (∼ 150Å)
than TiO5, and its comparison with CaH1 is as useful
as TiO5 in separating subdwarfs from dwarfs. Then,
combining revised G97 and L07 schemes, an automated
search for subdwarf candidates in the entire LAMOST
DR4 can be made. Finally, visual inspection will be
adopted as the ultimate tool for confirmation of subd-
warf identification.
3. LAMOST OBSERVATION AND DATA
PREPARATION
3.1. LAMOST Data Release 4
LAMOST is an all-reflective Schmidt-type telescope
located in Xinglong Station of National Astronomical
Observatory, China (105◦ E, 40◦ N). It has a 6.67 m
spherical primary mirror, which, combined with the cor-
rector, provides an effective aperture of 4 m. It offers
both a large field of view (5◦) and a large aperture ra-
tio. 4000 fibers mounted on the focal plane, feeding
16 double channel spectrographs, allow a high spectral
acquisition rate (Cui et al. 2012). As it is dedicated
to a spectral survey of celestial objects over the entire
available northern sky, both Galactic and extragalactic
surveys are conducted. The Galactic one, LEGUE, fo-
cuses on the Galactic Anti-center direction, the disk at
selected longitudes away from the Galactic Anti-center,
and the halo (Luo et al. 2015).
Standard techniques are used in the analysis of the
spectra. On the original CCD image, 4K pixels are used
to record blue and red wavelength regions across 3700-
8
5900Å and 5700-9000Å, respectively. The blue and red
channels are combined and each spectrum is re-binned
to calculate the radial velocity. A combined spectrum
is re-sampled at a scale of 69 km s−1 per pixel, i.e., the
difference between two adjacent points in wavelength is
∆log(λ) = 0.0001. The raw CCD data are reduced by
the LAMOST data reduction software named LAMOST
2D pipeline. The 2D pipeline performs the tasks of sub-
traction of dark and bias, correction of flat field, extrac-
tion of spectra, subtraction of skylight, calibration of
wavelength, merging of sub-exposures with cosmic ray
elimination and combination of blue and red wavelength
ranges (Luo et al. 2015).
The Data Release 4 of LAMOST regular survey con-
tains 7,620,612 spectra covering the entire optical band
(∼ 3700 − 9000Å) at resolution R∼1800, including
6,944,971 stellar spectra, 153,348 extragalactic spec-
tra (galaxies and QSO), and 522,293 spectra classified
as Unknown (most of the latter because of insufficient
signal-to-noise).
3.2. Radial Velocity Measurement
Heliocentric radial velocity (RV) is the projection of
the star’s 3D velocity along the line of sight and can
be measured from the Doppler shift of spectral lines. A
conventional and accurate way to determine RV is by
cross-correlating the target spectrum with a rest-frame
template spectrum of similar type (Tonry & Davis 1979).
LAMOST 1D pipeline provides a redshift measurement
”redshift z” for each object by matching with a tem-
plate spectrum. However, up to now, M subdwarf tem-
plates are not yet available for the 1D pipeline, and thus
the RVs measured using ordinary M dwarf templates for
subdwarf candidates would be of insufficient accuracy.
To overcome this problem, we have adopted an al-
ternate RV determination method independent of tem-
plates. The natural way is to fit single Gaussian profiles
to a set of absorption lines of neutral metals (Savcheva et
al. 2014; Bai et al. 2016). However, M subdwarfs are ba-
sically faint red objects whose spectra often have a low
or very low signal-to-noise ratio, and the useful metal
lines at low resolution often don’t exhibit nice Gaussian
profiles. In many cases, the profiles are constructed by
only 3∼5 flux points and not even symmetric. There-
fore, we designed the following process to estimate RV
from the Doppler shift of eight prominent absorption
lines listed in Table 3.2. The method is based on the
fact that the wavelengths of the 8 lines would shift si-
multaneously due to the Doppler effect caused by radial
motion, hence the offsets of the line centers would be
identical in logarithmic wavelength. The details of this
method are described below:
Table 2. Absorption
Lines Used For RV
Measurment
Line Center (Å )
K I 7667.0089
K I 7701.0825
Na I 8185.5054
Na I 8197.0766
Ti I 8437.2600
Ca II 8500.3600
Ca II 8544.4400
Ca II 8644.5200
Note—The line
centers adopted from
NIST are in vacuum
wavelength.
1. The wavelengths of a LAMOST spectrum are
recorded in exponential form in the fits file header
as
λ = 10(head+n∗step)
where head corresponds to the COEFF0 field
which records the decimal logarithm of the cen-
tral wavelength of the first pixel, (usually around
3.5682), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., and step ≡ 0.0001.
Therefore the observational accuracy of RV when
the shift of a line is defined to 1 step unit i.e.,
when ∆n = ±1, is c∗(1−10head+∆n∗0.0001) ≈ ±69
km/s. We recall that this corresponds to the sam-
pling step of the pipeline reconstructed spectrum:
the actual physical spectral resolution (somewhat
variable along the spectral range) is of the order
of 2.5 sampling steps, but naturally, radial ve-
locity measurement methods actually allow final
accuracies of a fraction of a spectrum pixel.
2. Since the LAMOST subdwarfs are within 1 kpc
of the Sun (from apparent magnitude considera-
tions), the Sun’s escape velocity—550 km/s (Kafle
et al. 2014)—can be used as a proxy for the escape
velocity of the entire sample. When ∆n = ±10 the
corresponding RV is ±690 km/s, hence we suppose
that the shift of a line would be less than 10 step
units.
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3. Without any prior knowledge of the type of spec-
trum (late K star, M star, QSO or Unknown), for
each line in Table 3.2, we get the wavelength step
index n0 in the spectrum corresponding to its rest-
frame wavelength, and then find the ∆n of the low-
est flux point in the range [λn0−10, λn0+10]. We in-
sist that this is an entirely automated process that
could provide positions of “true” absorption lines
as well as simple accidental deeps in the object’s
continuum, but its virtue is that the “line” profiles
themselves are not required to be gaussian.
4. We count the number of “lines” affected by each
∆n ∈ [−10, 10]. The ∆n corresponding to the
largest number of lines is adopted as our target
∆n∗. Note that the number of lines should be
at least 3 to avoid a large random error, otherwise
we’ll flag the target as unable to be measured. And
at later visual inspection stage of the selection pro-
cess, we also filter out the objects with more than 3
“lines” which are merely local flux minima instead
of real absorption lines.
5. The “lines” affected by the shift ∆n∗ are then used
to measure the RV: this is achieved on an interpo-
lated spectrum with artificially 15 times increased
resolution to acquire a better precision (Bochanski
et al. 2007). The mean value of the RVs obtained
from these lines is our final RV, and the standard
deviation is the error.
Our RV measurements have a median achieved typi-
cal uncertainty of 13.9 km s−1. In Figure 5 we compare
the RVs of 1926 M dwarfs from our M dwarf sample (see
Section 4.1 below) with the RVs provided by GAIA DR2
on the same stars. Our measurements show a fair agree-
ment with GAIA RVs with a offset of 5.50 km s−1 and a
dispersion of 13.5 km s−1. Similar systematic offsets are
also found in other comparisons: 4.54 km s−1 between
LAMOST and APOGEE (Anguiano et al. 2018), and
3.8 km s−1 between LAMOST and MMT+Hectospec
(Huang et al. 2015). Note that four of the eight absorp-
tion lines (the K I doublet and the Na I doublet) are
located within telluric absorption bands and sometimes
the line centers are altered by insufficiently corrected
telluric absorption by O2 and H2O. To solve this prob-
lem, we assign a same weight to each of the eight lines
of Table 3.2 and impose that three “lines” at least must
be detected to provide a valuable result. In addition, we
also inspect the 7000-9000Å range of each spectrum in
our final subdwarf sample and remove the objects which
do not show identifiable absorption lines by eye-check to
improve the reliability of the final results.
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Figure 5. Comparison of RVs measured in this work (Sub-
section 3.2) on 1926 stars in the M dwarf comparison sam-
ple with RVs provided by GAIA radial velocity survey. The
GAIA spectrometer collects medium resolution (R ∼ 11,700)
spectra across the wavelength range 845-872 nm centered on
the Calcium triplet region (Cropper et al. 2018).
4. SEARCH FOR M SUBDWARFS IN LAMOST DR4
In order to search for M subdwarf spectra in the entire
LAMOST Data Release 4, we modify the L07 system
and apply its new version onto the data set. The imple-
mentation process to obtain the final subdwarf sample
is thus as follows:
1. Selection of M dwarf comparison sample and of
the subdwarf “labeled” sample. We visually in-
spect the entire M-type stellar spectra collection
(99,671) from LAMOST 4th year regular survey.
Among this sample, 325 subdwarfs and 90,018 or-
dinary M dwarfs have been identified. Adding the
subdwarfs from Bai et al. (2016), the identified
M subdwarf sample contains more than 400 ob-
jects. We call this subsample the subdwarf “la-
beled” sample.The inspection process is discussed
in Section 4.1.
2. Calibration of ζ. Based on the M dwarf sample,
we recalibrate the ζ index as initially defined in
L07 with the fitting of the [TiO5, CaH2+CaH3]
relation. We adopt as new maximal ζ values 0.75,
0.5, and 0.2 to separate M type subdwarf stars into
sdM/esdM/usdM respectively. The details are de-
scribed in Section 4.2.
3. Definition of CaH1 separators. We re-fit the orig-
inal G97 [TiO5, CaH1] relation using LAMOST
subdwarf “labeled” sample and derive equation
8. We also define a new [CaOH, CaH1] relation
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(Equation 9) for supplement. The equations are
shown in Figure 9. The process is detailed in Sec-
tion 4.3.
4. Determination of spectral subtype using Equation
10.
5. Searching for M subdwarfs in LAMOST DR4. Ap-
plying the constraints above on 1,271,426 spectra
from DR4 dataset, we obtain nearly 10,000 can-
didates. Finally, 2791 targets among these can-
didates are confirmed as M subdwarfs by visual
inspection. Section 4.5 gives the details and Sec-
tion 4.6 introduces the subdwarf catalog and the
additional external data.
4.1. The Subdwarf “Labeled” Sample and the M Dwarf
Comparison Sample
The initial step consists in assembling two reference
samples from LAMOST data: one of ordinary M dwarfs,
the other of carefully validated M subdwarfs. These
allow the revision of the various selection and classi-
fication tools of G97 and L07 in order to apply them
to LAMOST spectra. Since the existing standard M
subdwarf spectral templates are not perfectly appropri-
ate for LAMOST spectra, we choose the most reliable
identification/confirmation method underlined in all the
former works —visual inspection— as our first identifi-
cation tool to assemble a reliable subdwarf sample from
LAMOST data. Although Bai et al. (2016) provided
108 verified M subdwarfs from LAMOST DR2, the can-
didates submitted to visual inspection were provided by
screening through the G97/L07 systems. Therefore, to
obtain a larger subdwarf sample and meanwhile select a
comparison sample of pure ordinary M dwarfs, the vi-
sual inspection was targeted at the entire M type spec-
tra dataset (auto-classified by LAMOST 1D pipeline)
from the 4th year of LAMOST regular survey, contain-
ing nearly 100,000 spectra. In this process, potential
contaminants such as M giants, double stars and un-
recognizable objects can be removed, and the spectral
subtype of each M dwarf spectrum can also be verified
based on the eyecheck result.
To achieve this arduous task, we use the manual “eye-
check” mode of Hammer spectral typing facility (Covey
et al. 2007), an IDL code which uses the relative strength
of a series of spectral features in the range 4000∼9100Å
for classifying stellar spectra (Lee et al. 2008; West et
al. 2011; Dhital et al. 2012; Savcheva et al. 2014). Yi
et al. (2014) have modified the Hammer code to better
adapt it to LAMOST M spectra. The manual mode of
Hammer allows the user to compare a target spectrum
with a collection of M dwarf template spectra and to
assign a label to each target.
Referring to the aspect of single subdwarf spectra
and/or templates provided in previous works such as
G97, L07, Jao et al. (2008), S14, Bai et al. (2016), we
base our initial assignment of a target spectrum into the
“giant”, “dwarf” or “subdwarf” category on the follow-
ing basic recipes:
1) The K I doublet around 7700Å and Na I doublet
around 8200Å are highly gravity-sensitive, thus they are
almost invisible in giants, but prominent both in dwarfs
and subdwarfs. Comparing with dwarfs, the CaH1 ab-
sorption band of an M giant spectrum of same spectral
type is almost invisible, as is the CaH3 band, while its
TiO5 minimum is as deep as CaH2 minimum.
2) The most obvious differences between M subd-
warfs and dwarfs are the features around 6200-6400Å
and 6800-7200Å. CaH1 absorption band is much more
prominent in subdwarf spectra than in dwarfs, almost
as deep as CaOH and even deeper respectively for esdM
and usdM. Regarding subdwarfs, TiO5 minimum is less
deep than CaH2 minimum for sdM, even less deep than
CaH3 minimum for esdM, and the entire TiO absorption
band is almost invisible for usdM.
Note that the reddest part of TiO5 is blended with a
strong atomic line 7148Å of CaI which is very close to
the third (and deepest in normal conditions) “tooth”-
like absorption of the TiO, which makes it easy to mis-
identify the minimum of TiO5 on low-resolution noisy
spectra.
In this step, we label each target with a spectral sub-
type (M0, M1,...M9) and a type information such as
“dwarf”, “giant”, “subdwarf”, “double star”, or “odd”.
As a result, 325 subdwarfs are selected and validated.
Combining with the 108 M subdwarfs from Bai et al.
(2016), we now have a “labeled” subdwarf sample in-
cluding 433 visually identified spectra in total.
Besides, 90,018 ordinary M dwarfs are identified, of
which 83,213 have measurable RVs: these define our M
dwarf comparison sample. This comparison sample is
also used for the calibration of ζ.
4.2. Calibration of ζTiO/CaH
We measure the spectral indices defined in Section
2.1 and Table 1 on all spectra of the ”labeled” subd-
warf sample and on all spectra of the M dwarf compar-
ison sample. The M dwarf results are used to build the
TiO5−[CaH2+CaH3] diagram shown in Figure 6. The
barycentric line across the data cloud provides directly
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Figure 6. Recalibration of the ζTiO/CaH parameter (de-
noted ζ for short) based on a sample of 83,213 M dwarf
spectra from LAMOST regular survey. ζ is a combination
of the TiO5, CaH2, and CaH3 spectral indices (see defini-
tion in equation 5) and has been shown to be correlated
with metallicity. The black curve is an iso-ζ line with ζ =
1, providing an estimate of TiO to CaH ratio in an object
of solar-metallicity. Smaller ζ values correspond to stars of
lower metallicity. The index was first introduced in Lépine et
al. (2007), and then recalibrated in Dhital et al. (2012) and
Lépine et al. (2013). Table 3 compares these calibrations.
the recalibration of the ζTiO/CaH = 1 curve for average
solar metallicity objects. We get:
[TiO5]Z = −1.326
+ 2.417× (CaH2 + CaH3)
− 1.083× (CaH2 + CaH3)2
+ 0.2465× (CaH2 + CaH3)3
(7)
Based on this updated calibration of ζ, we find that
the optimal separator curve used to select subdwarfs
from dwarfs in the [TiO5, [CaH2+CaH3]] space can be
defined as ζ < 0.75 as shown in Figure 7: it exactly
separates almost all our subdwarfs belonging to the “la-
beled” subsample. Furthermore, ζ < 0.75 excludes a
sufficient fraction, in statistical sense, of ordinary dwarfs
(98%). This ζ value is smaller than the canonical 0.825
recommended by L07, Dhital et al. (2012), and Lépine
et al. (2013), which reflects the differences in instrumen-
tal response to the real spectra between LAMOST and
other setups. The separators between sdM/esdM/usdM
are still adopted as ζ < 0.5 and ζ < 0.2. Figure 7 shows
the comparison between these several systems.
4.3. CaH1 - based Dwarf/Subdwarf Separators
The characteristic of prominent CaH1 absorption in
subdwarfs can be clearly seen on Figure 8, where we
compare the index values of M dwarf and subdwarf tem-
plates built by Bochanski et al. (2007) and S14 respec-
tively. The result shows excellent discrimination be-
tween dwarfs and subdwarfs across the entire spectral
sequence when plotting on the [CaH1, TiO5] diagram.
Therefore, we suggest that the CaH1 feature should be
taken into consideration to select spectroscopic subd-
warfs, especially for early-M type subdwarfs of moderate
metal deficiency in which TiO5 absorption is not very
strong and ζ loses efficiency as separator.
In addition, as the middle diagram of Figure 8 shows,
the CaOH index and the TiO5 index show similar mono-
tonic trend along the effective temperature sequence.
The result is to be expected, because the CaOH band
depth, as well as the TiO5 one, heavily relies on the at-
mospheric abundance of the alpha element O. Due to
the CaOH feature being much closer to the CaH1 band
than the TiO5 feature, the ratio of CaOH index to CaH1
index maybe less affected by errors arising from the dis-
tortion of continuum affected by various instrumental
factors or flux calibration problems (Du et al. 2016).
Using the visually identified dwarfs and “labeled” sub-
dwarfs, we derive two equations to define separator
curves on the CaH1 vs. TiO5 index diagram and CaH1
vs. CaOH index diagram respectively, yielding:
CaH1 < 0.6522×TiO52− 0.577×TiO5 + 0.8937 (8)
CaH1 < 0.4562× CaOH3 − 0.1977× CaOH2
− 0.01899× CaOH − 0.7631
(9)
Equation (8) is shown in the left panel of Figure 9 with
a comparison with the original one from G97, i.e., equa-
tion (2). Equation (9) is shown in the right panel of
Figure 9.
4.4. Spectral Subtyping
The determination of spectral subtypes (SpT) for cool
subdwarfs can be made by several methods, such as us-
ing the depth of the CaH molecular bands (G97; L07) or
the shape of relatively opacity-free region within 8200-
9000Å (Jao et al. 2008). In this work we follow the defi-
nition in L07 in which the “metallicity” subclass assign-
ment is dependent on the combined value of the CaH2
and CaH3 indices, as:
Sp = 1.4×(CaH2+CaH3)2−10×(CaH2+CaH3)+12.4
(10)
It will thus be easy to compare our sample with previous
works on the spectral sequence. The derived value of
SpT is rounded up to the nearest integer, giving the
spectral subtype value from 0 for M0 to 7 for M7.
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Figure 7. New calibration of the ζ parameter used for subdwarf selection and classification. We plot the ordinary M dwarf
sample (83,213 objects) as blue dots and the “labeled” subdwarf sample (433 objects) as pink dots (see Section 4.1) in a [TiO5,
CaH2+CaH3] index diagram. The final condition we adopt to classify a target as a “subdwarf” is ζ < 0.75 (plotted as the
solid black curve) because it can exactly cover most of our “labeled” subdwarf sample and excludes more than 98% of the M
dwarfs. The iso-ζ contours from the earlier calibrations of Lépine et al. (2007), Dhital et al. (2012) and Lépine et al. (2013) are
also shown for comparison as dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines, respectively. The iso-ζ curves used to separate subdwarfs
from dwarfs in the three former systems correspond to ζ < 0.825, as shown in the figure, (all different from each other due
to sample selection bias). We formally adopt ζ < 0.5 and ζ < 0.2 as separators between sdM, esdM and usdM, following the
former systems.
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Figure 8. The three panels compare the M dwarf template spectra built by Bochanski et al. (2007) from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) with M subdwarf template spectra (sdM/esdM/usdM) built by Savcheva et al. (2014), also from SDSS,
on the [TiO5, CaH1], [TiO5, CaOH], and [CaOH, CaH1] index diagrams respectively. The left panel shows that M subdwarfs
are clearly separated from dwarfs by the CaH1-TiO5 index couple. The central panel shows that the CaOH index variation is
consistent with that of TiO5 index, leading to similar results between CaH1 vs. TiO5 (left panel) and CaH1 vs. CaOH (right
panel) distributions. A CaOH-CaH1 relation can thus be defined on the [CaOH, CaH1] index diagram to separate subdwarfs
from dwarfs.
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Table 3. Coefficients for different calibrations of [T iO5]Z (See equation 6 and 7)
Coefficients Lépine et al. (2007) Dhital et al. (2012) Lépine et al. (2013) This work
c0 -0.05 -0.047 0.622 -1.326
c1 -0.118 -0.127 -1.906 2.417
c2 0.67 0.694 2.211 -1.083
c3 -0.164 -0.183 -0.588 0.2465
c4 ... -0.005 ... ...
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Figure 9. To separate M subdwarfs from M dwarfs on the [TiO5, CaH1] and [CaOH, CaH1] index diagrams, we plot the visually
identified M dwarfs as black dots and the “labeled” subdwarf sample as red dots (see Section 4.1), the subdwarfs identified by
Bai et al. (2016) are figured as yellow dots. We define two separator lines (i.e., equation 8 and 9) as red solid curves. The
dashed black curve on the left panel is the dwarf-subdwarf separator relation originally proposed by Gizis (1997), which does
not appear suitable for LAMOST data.
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4.5. The LAMOST DR4 Subdwarf Final Sample
To build the final sample, we search by automatic pro-
cessing LAMOST DR4 using the constraints detailed
above. A spectrum is adopted as a candidate if it meets
the following three conditions:
1) It has an available radial velocity measurement;
2) ζ < 0.75;
3) It satisfies the equation (8) or equation (9).
Ultimately, visual examination of the spectrum is uti-
lized to confirm (or not) the nature of the candidate.
To avoid missing targets as much as possible, we
search for candidate subdwarfs among late K type stars,
M type stars, QSOs and Unknowns (as classified by the
LAMOST 1D automated pipeline), 1,271,426 spectra in
total. Adding QSOs to the sample to be explored was
decided because strong molecular absorption by TiO
(and VO in the coolest objects) give a very choppy ap-
pearance to the spectra of late-type dwarf stars, quite
similar to continuum breaks exhibited by QSOs in spe-
cific redshift ranges. As a matter of fact, cool M-type
stars and QSO are often contaminating each other in
surveys dedicated to each class (Kirkpatrick et al. 1997).
Our final subdwarf sample is constructed via visual
inspection of each candidate spectrum. It consists of
2791 objects and covers the spectral sequence from M0
to M7, 291 objects had been investigated by previous
researches. Figure 10 summarizes the distribution of
their spectral subtypes. Most objects are earlier than
M4, a result not unexpected since the metal deficiency
has a tendency to decrease atmospheric opacity and to
move the spectral types towards higher effective tem-
peratures, on one hand, and on the other hand, instru-
mental selection by the red channel spectrograph perfor-
mance of LAMOST also plays against detection of very
cool faint objects. According to our newly recalibrated
ζ parameter, the present sample can also be divided into
the sdM/esdM/usdM classes with ζ <0.75, ζ <0.5 and
ζ <0.2, respectively. There are 2386 sdMs, 295 esdMs,
and 110 usdMs in total.
4.6. The LAMOST DR4 Subdwarf Catalog and
External Data
We provide an M subdwarf catalog containing 2791
objects, the spectra of which can be accessed from the
LAMOST Data Release web portal1 and the catalog can
be obtained on-line as well as by contacting the corre-
sponding author. We give the values and errors of each
spectral index (CaOH, CaH1, CaH2, CaH3, and TiO5),
compute the ζ value, and provide an Hα activity indica-
1 http://dr4.lamost.org/
tor for each target. The radial velocities are measured
with the method described in Section 3.2. The spectral
subtypes for subdwarfs are computed based on Equation
10 (Lépine et al. 2007).
Additional data from external sources are compiled in
this catalog: photometric magnitudes measured in var-
ious bandpasses: five optical and near-infrared bands
(g, r, i, z, y Tonry et al. 2012) from the Pan-STARRS1
(PS1) 3π survey (Kaiser et al. 2010), which is a sys-
tematic imaging survey of 3/4 of the sky north of -
30◦; the near-infrared J (1.25 µm), H (1.65 µm), and
Ks (2.16 µm) bands from 2MASS; and W1, W2, W3,
W4 bands centered at wavelengths of 3.4, 4.6, 12, and
22 µm respectively are provided by the AllWISE Data
Release (Cutri et al. 2014), which has produced a new
Source Catalog and Image Atlas with enhanced sensitiv-
ity and accuracy compared with earlier WISE (Wright et
al. 2010) data releases (Kirkpatrick et al. 2014, 2016).
G, BP and RP magnitudes in the new GAIA photo-
metric system (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018)are also
provided.
The astrometric parameters from GAIA Data Release
2 are also provided: proper motions and parallaxes
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). We also give estimated
distances recorded in the catalog from Bailer-Jones et
al. (2018). An important point must be underlined:
the distances provided by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) are
probabilistic estimates based on an elaborate statisti-
cal processing of GAIA DR2 data, using specific prior
modeling (in particular stellar density distribution along
Galactic lines of sight) to avoid physical errors resulting
from ”blind” simple inversions of measured parallaxes,
as discussed e.g. in Luri et al. (2018).
Table 4 in Appendix give the description of each col-
umn of the catalog. A partial catalog extract is also
shown in Appendix as Table 5. The complete catalog is
available in CSV format in the online journal 2.
4.7. A By-product: Active Objects Detection from Hα
Emission Line
Chromospheric activity is common among ordinary
M dwarfs and has been largely studied by several au-
thors, in particular from the large spectroscopic data
base of the SDSS, see e.g. West et al. (2004), West et
al. (2011) and it has also been found in many M subd-
warfs (Bochanski et al. (2007), Savcheva et al. (2014)).
At the spectral resolution of survey instruments like the
SDSS combination or LAMOST, the brightest and most
easily detectable emission line is Hα, accompanied in
2 http://paperdata.china-vo.org/szhang/DR4_Subdwarfs.
csv
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the most active objects by CaII emission (both in H
and K lines and in the far-red triplet) and sometimes
by higher Balmer series lines. According to the criteria
for designating a star as active defined by West et al.
(2011), we measure the equivalent widths (EWs) of Hα
emission line for each object, and remove the unreliable
ones via visual inspection. Finally, a total of 141 active
subdwarfs with prominent Hα emission lines are found,
including 120 sdMs, 18 esdMs and 3 usdMs, amounting
to more than 5 percent of the total sample. The Hα
activity flag for each object is listed in the catalog. The
flag is set as 1 for the active ones, 0 for the ones without
emission features, and -9999 for the ones with S/N<3 in
r or i band.
As Figure 10 shows, the activity fraction of M dwarfs
is increasing in later types a result consistent with for-
mer studies (see e.g. (West et al. 2011)). Unfortu-
nately, due to the observational selection against subd-
warfs cooler than M3-M4 in our sample, it’s difficult to
derive a reliable estimate of the fraction of active subd-
warfs. Previous studies have shown that among M sub-
dwarfs, chromospheric activity is significantly less fre-
quent than among ordinary M dwarfs, but the spectral
type at which the maximum rate of activity is observed
does not appear to differ. This reduction is claimed to be
an argument to confirm that the chromospheric activity
is a proxy for the age of the subdwarfs, whose bulk of
observationally selected population, associated with the
Galactic halo and thick disk, should be of substantially
older formation than that of the disk dwarfs.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In order to search for spectroscopic cool subdwarfs
from the fourth data release (DR4) of LAMOST regu-
lar survey, we review the history of current classifica-
tion system for M subdwarfs developed by Lépine et
al. (2007) and suggested to make some modifications
based on the analysis of subdwarf spectra and templates
from Savcheva et al. (2014). We suggest that the [CaH1,
TiO5] index relation originally proposed by Gizis (1997)
should be kept as a necessary condition for safe spectro-
scopic identification of subdwarfs, in combination with
the classical [TiO5, CaH2+CaH3] index relation.
To adapt the molecular index relations to LAMOST
data as separators between dwarfs and subdwarfs, we
built a sample of more than 80,000 M dwarf spectra from
LAMOST regular survey verified by means of the man-
ual “eyecheck” mode of Hammer spectral typing util-
ity. Meanwhile, a “labeled” subdwarf sample consists
of 325 targets from this procedure and 108 subdwarfs
from LAMOST DR2 in Bai et al. (2016). Using the
dwarf sample and “labeled” subdwarf sample, we revise
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Figure 10. Spectral type (SpT) distribution of visually
identified M dwarfs (83,213 in total) (upper panel) compared
with SpT distribution of subdwarfs (lower panel). The mag-
netic activity fraction for each spectral subtype, detected by
Hα emission following the precepts of West et al. (2011), is
shown as red bars. 7075 active M dwarfs and 141 M subd-
warfs were found. The figure shows that magnetic activity
fraction is a function of spectral type for M dwarfs, which is
consistent with former studies (West et al. 2011). For sub-
dwarfs, the active subsample remains too small to draw a
reliable conclusion.
the separator relation on the [TiO5 vs. CaH1] diagram
and define a new separator on the [CaOH vs. CaH1]
diagram. Further, the ζ index is recalibrated from the
[TiO5, CaH2+CaH3] relation obeyed by LAMOST M
dwarfs. The best new separator ζ value between dwarfs
and subdwarfs is found to be 0.75. The spectral sub-
types of subdwarfs are determined by the compound
CaH2+CaH3 index.
Using these revised schemes as filters and visual in-
spection as the final verification tool, we identify 2791 M
subdwarfs from the entire LAMOST DR4, out of more
than a million of spectra submitted to the screening. In
this sample, 141 have detectable Hα emissions.
For a more convenient use of this sample, the catalog
also provides the astrometric information from GAIA
DR2, distance estimated by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018)
and a variety of magnitudes including photometric mag-
nitudes from Pan-STARRS1, 2MASS, AllWISE and
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GAIA. The catalog is provided on-line and the spectra
can be accessed from the LAMOST Data Release web
portal.
The spectroscopic selection and classification systems
were originally built from objects with “old popula-
tion” kinematic properties. However, the reciprocal
statement, i.e., whether the large “subdwarfs” samples
selected and classified using spectral indices all exhibit
these kinematic properties, is still an open question
to explore. Moreover, the subdwarfs appearing in di-
rections corresponding to the Galactic thin disk are
especially interesting, because subdwarfs are believed to
evolve extremely slowly and most of those already iden-
tified are residents of the halo and the thick disk. Is this
a pure projection effect or have these objects migrated
or been trapped in the thin disk? Therefore, the correla-
tions between their metallicity, true spatial location, and
kinematics might reveal crucial information on the for-
mation and evolution history of our Milky Way Galaxy.
Our M subdwarf sample contains a large number of ob-
jects located at low Galactic latitudes especially in the
Galactic anti-center direction, allowing exploration of
differential kinematic properties with respect to previ-
ously published halo- and thick disk-dominated samples
(in preparation). In addition, this sample also supplies
candidates for high-resolution observations in the future.
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APPENDIX
Table 4. Data description of the subdwarf catalog
Column Name Unit Description
designation - Target Designation
fitsname - Spectrum name
mjd - Day
planid - Plan Name
spid - Spectrograph ID
fiberid - Fiber ID
ra degrees Right Ascension
dec degrees Declination
17
Table 4. Data description of the subdwarf catalog
Column Name Unit Description
l degrees Galactic longitude
b degrees Galactic latitude
snrr - Average spectrum signal to noise Ratio in r band
snri - Average spectrum signal to noise Ratio in i band
rv km s−1 Heliocentric radial velocity
rv err km s−1 Standard error of radial velocity
CaOH - Spectral index of CaOH band
CaOH err - The error of spectral index of CaOH band
CaH1 - Spectral index of CaH1 band
CaH1 err - The error of spectral index of CaH1 band
CaH2 - Spectral index of CaH2 band
CaH2 err - The error of spectral index of CaH2 band
CaH3 - Spectral index of CaH3 band
CaH3 err - The error of spectral index of CaH3 band
TiO5 - Spectral index of TiO5 band
TiO5 err - The error of spectral index of TiO5 band
Zeta - The value of ζ parameter
spt - Spectral subtype
activity - Hα emission tag
flag caution - A flag for spectrum quality from visual inspection
parallax mas GAIA DR2 Parallax
parallax error mas Standard error of GAIA DR2 parallax
pmra mas yr−1 GAIA DR2 proper motion in right ascension direction
pmra error mas yr−1 Standard error of GAIA DR2 proper motion in right ascension direction
pmdec mas yr−1 GAIA DR2 proper motion in declination direction
pmdec error mas yr−1 Standard error of GAIA DR2 proper motion in declination direction
phot g mean mag mag GAIA DR2 G-band mean magnitude
phot bp mean mag mag GAIA DR2 integrated BP mean magnitude
phot rp mean mag mag GAIA DR2 integrated RP mean magnitude
bp rp mag GAIA DR2 BP-RP colour.
rest pc Estimated distance from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018), based on GAIA DR2
b rest pc Lower bound on the confidence interval of the estimated distance
B rest pc Upper bound on the confidence interval of the estimated distance
rlen pc Length scale used in the prior for the distance estimation
gmag AB magnitudes Pan-STARRS1 mean PSF magnitude from g filter detections
e gmag AB magnitudes Error in Pan-STARRS1 g magnitude detections
rmag AB magnitudes Pan-STARRS1 mean PSF magnitude from r filter detections
e rmag AB magnitudes Error in Pan-STARRS1 r magnitude detections
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Table 4. Data description of the subdwarf catalog
Column Name Unit Description
imag AB magnitudes Pan-STARRS1 mean PSF magnitude from i filter detections
e imag AB magnitudes Error in Pan-STARRS1 i magnitude detections
zmag AB magnitudes Pan-STARRS1 mean PSF magnitude from z filter detections
e zmag AB magnitudes Error in Pan-STARRS1 z magnitude detections
ymag AB magnitudes Pan-STARRS1 mean PSF magnitude from y filter detections
e ymag AB magnitudes Error in Pan-STARRS1 y magnitude detections
Jmag mag 2MASS default J-band magnitude
Hmag mag 2MASS default H-band magnitude
Kmag mag 2MASS default Ks-band magnitude
e Jmag mag Photometric uncertainty for the 2MASS J-band magnitude
e Hmag mag Photometric uncertainty for the 2MASS H-band magnitude
e Kmag mag Photometric uncertainty for the 2MASS Ks-band magnitude
W1mag mag AllWISE W1 standard aperture magnitude
W2mag mag AllWISE W2 standard aperture magnitude
W3mag mag AllWISE W3 standard aperture magnitude
W4mag mag AllWISE W4 standard aperture magnitude
e W1mag mag Uncertainty in the AllWISE W1 standard aperture magnitude
e W2mag mag Uncertainty in the AllWISE W2 standard aperture magnitude
e W3mag mag Uncertainty in the AllWISE W3 standard aperture magnitude
e W4mag mag Uncertainty in the AllWISE W4 standard aperture magnitude
Note—The complete LAMOST DR4 M subdwarf catalog can be downloaded from the on-line journal.
Columns 2 to 12 record the information provided by LAMOST data base and the spectrum FITS
files headers. Radial velocities, spectral indices and subtypes are measured in this work. The activity
flag is used to indicate the magnetic activity of an object, which is measured by Hα emission line.
A flag caution is provided based on the visual inspection procedure: the objects with low quality
spectra or inaccurate flux calibration are set as “*” to warn that the data on these objects should be
used carefully.
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